AGENCY IMPACT DETERMINATION

The Solid Waste Management Bureau has conducted an environmental review of the J & L Auto Salvage motor vehicle wrecking facility.

The motor vehicle wrecking facility is located on Highway 2 East, approximately two miles southeast of Libby. The wrecking facility has an approximate usable area of two acres. Attached is a map showing the exact location.

Part of the two-acre parcel is naturally screened by the surrounding topography. The north end of the wrecking facility is shielded with rough cut 1x4 lumber. 1x4's are placed 3/4" apart and alternate spaces are battened in order to comply with Rule MAC 16-2.14(2)-S14261, Motor Vehicle Wrecking Facilities.

The motor vehicle wrecking facility was inspected by the undersigned on September 30, 1975, with field approval given on that date.

After careful review of the disposal site location, our conclusion is that the motor vehicle wrecking facility would have no significant impact on the area.

Respectfully submitted,

[Signature]

Paddy R. Trusler, R.S.
Solid Waste Management Bureau
Environmental Sciences Division

Reports to: Environmental Quality Council, 1228 11th Avenue, Helena
Tom Ellerhoff, Env. Sciences Division, State Dept. of Health and Env. Sciences